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A GENERALISATION OF PRUFER'S TRANSFORMATION

By
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Abstract. A canonical version of the Priifer system for Sturm-Liouville equations
is presented. The partial uncoupling of the first-order equations remains, providing
a basis for their solution in succession.

1. The Prufer transformation. The standard Priifer transformation for the Sturm-
Liouville equation [1,2]

d_
dx P^TX + Q{x)u = 0 (1)

consists of defining new functions r(x) and 6(x) by the relations

P(x)j^=r(x)cos[d(x)], ^

u = r(x) sin[0(x)].

Then we have
r2(x) = u2 + (Pu)2,

sin[0(x)] = u/r, (3)
cos[0(x)] = Pu'/r.

From equations (3) we obtain

cot[0(x)] = Pu Iu, (4)

which on differentiation, and using equation (1), gives a first-order nonlinear differ-
ential equation for the function d(x)

e\x) = Q(x) sin2[0(x)] + cos2[6»(x)]. (5)

Differentiating the first equation in (3), and again using equation (1), we obtain

r(x) sin[20(x)],\ 1r(*)=2 Q{x)P(x)
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which integrates to give

r(x) = K exp j X- J - Q(t) sin[20(O]<^} . (6)

In principle we solve Eq. (5) for the function 0(t) and insert this into Eq. (6) to
obtain the function r(x).

The main purpose of the Priifer transformation is to enable one to obtain results
about the oscillatory properties of the solutions of the original Sturm-Liouville equa-
tion (1) by only considering first-order equations.

2. A generalised Priifer transformation. We shall now consider a generalisation of
the Priifer transformation that achieves the same result of reducing the system to a
pair of first-order equations that can be solved in succession and that has the added
advantage of being related to the general theory of canonical transformations that
play such a large part in analytical mechanics and in the theory of first-order partial
differential equations.

First we write the Sturm-Liouville equation (1) as a pair of canonical first-order
equations:

du _ v _ dH
dx P(x) dv '
dv 8H__ = ew„ = _,

with the Hamiltonian function H given by

m ^ 1 I" v*«<*.».»>-2 PM + Q{x)u (8)

Now define, by means of a canonical transformation, new variables (z, 9) and a
new Hamiltonian K(x , z , Q) such that

d6 d K
dx dz /q\

_dz_ _dK_ [ '
dx 86 '

Let <X>(x, u, 6) be the generating function of the canonical transformation between
the old and new variables. Then we must have

v du - H(x, u,v)dx = z d6 - K(x, z, d) + dQ>(x, u, 6), (10)
which implies that

d<D
du~V'

ao ~ _z'

dx
Suppose that we try to obtain a transformation of the form

(11)

A . ,,u = az sin#,
, (12)v = fiz cos 6,
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where a, /?, and X are constants to be determined. If the transformation is to be
canonical then from Eqs. (12) and (11) we see that

90 P
-r— = V - — WCOt 6 ,
ou a
SO w1/A i/a_ =-z .--Tjjcosec 6.

(13)

For the existence of a generating function we must have
d_ /ao\ _ d_ (dtp

86 \8u ) 8u \86
which gives

A = 1/2, afi = 2. (14)
For simplicity we shall take a = /? = 21/2, to obtain

u = (2 z)1^2 sin 0,

v = (2z)1/2cos0,
(15)

(16)

and
SO .
—— = MCOt 6 ,8u
8<& 1 2 2a= cosec 0.at/ 2

Equations (16) can be satisfied by the generating function

0(x, u, 6) = \u2co\6. (17)

This generating function does not contain the independent variable x explicitly and
so by (11) the new Hamiltonian K is given by

K(x, z, 6) — H(x, u,v) — z Q{x) sin' 6 + -J . cos2 6P(x) (18)

Since the new Hamiltonian is linear in the variable z we see that the equations
separate as before:

d\x) = §7 = sin2[0(x)] + cos2[0(x)],

,, , OK ' • ^' <»>
z{x)= - 86 Q(x) z{x) sin[20(jc)].P(x)

We could have obtained the generating function O of the canonical transforma-
tion from the Hamilton-Jacobi equation for this problem. If S(x, u) is the action
function for the problem then the Hamilton-Jacobi equation that S has to satisfy is

TT( 8S\ 8S n

or

?fe(§!)2 + ew"2 + 21 = °- <21>
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If we put
S(x, u) = R(x)u2, (22)

then we obtain the function R(x) as a solution of the differential equation

(23)R'M = -I QM+-p^r
Although Eq. (23) is extremely difficult to solve in general, on comparing Eq. (23)
with Eq. (4), leading to (5), we can see that a particular solution is given by

R(x) = 5cot[0(x)], (24)

which together with Eq. (22) leads to (17).

3. Alternative transformation. If we use the generating function

<D(x, u, 6) = -\u6, (25)
then we obtain a new Hamiltonian

Kx(x, e, z) = z
e2 + Q{x) (26)P(x)

and first-order differential equations of a seemingly simpler nature than before:

d6 8KX 62
dx dz P{x) + X ' ,27)
dz _ dK{ _ -2z6
dx dd P(x) '

We have shown that Priifer's idea of changing the variables in a Sturm-Liouville
problem, which is essentially moving to a sort of polar coordinates, can be generalised
so that the resulting system of first-order equations is canonical in the Hamiltonian
sense, a result not achieved by Priifer's original transformation. We have also looked
at this transformation from the point of view of the Hamilton-Jacobi theory for the
problem.
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